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Ab.tract 
Thi. report revi... attribute. ot Quaternar7 lake. and lake 
ba.in. .hicb are otten iaportant in the environaental prehistory 
ot •• aid •• ert.. Ba.in-tloor and ba.in-clo.ur. aorphoaetr7 have a.t 
liai t. on pal.olake .ize.; lak. aorphoaetr7 and baain draina,e 
patt.rn. have intluenced lacu.trin. proc ••••• ; and wat.r and 
.edia.nt load. bav. intlu.nc.d ba.in neotectonic •• Intoraation 
regarding inundat.d, runott-producing, aild extra-ba.in .patial 
doaain. i. acquir.d dir.ctl7 troa the paleolak. record, including 
the littoral aorpho.tratigraphic record, and indir.ct17 by 
reconstruction. 
Incr.asing17 d.tailed h7Poth.aea regarding Lake Bonneville, 
the largest late Pleistocene paleolake in the Great Basin, are 
subjects for turtber testing and refinement. Oscillating 
transgression of Lake Bonneville began about 28,000 yr B.P., the 
highest stage occurred about 15,000 yr B.P., and teraination 
occurred abruptly about 13,000 yr B.P. A tinal re.urgenc.. of 
perennial lak~s probably occurred in many subbasin. of the Great 
Basin between 11,000 and 10,000 yr B.P., when the highest stage~
Great Salt Lake (successor to Lake Bonneville) developed the 
Gilbert shoreline. The highest yost-Gilbert stage of Great Salt 
Lake , which haa been one of the few peraanent lakes in the Great 
Bas i n during Holocene time, probably occurred betw.en 3,000 and 
2,000 yr B.P. 
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A •• t ot . ,en.ral ob.ervationa r.,ardinl the nature ot the 
pal.olake record in s.aid.sert ba.in. i. h~lpinl to ,uide 
Quat.rnar7 .tudi.s in the Gr.at Ba.in. 
Introduction 
The geologic record ot the Quat.rnary P.riod contains abundant 
evidence of past lakes (pdJeo~ea) in aeaideaert basina (Horrison, 
1968; Reevea, 1968; Street and Grove, 1979), including the many 
aubbasina ot the Great Baain, western U.S.A. (Snyder et al., 1964; 
Smith and Street-Perrott, 1983; Williama and Bedinger, 1984). The 
importance ot Quaternary paleolakes in aemidesert basins is two-
fold : (1) paleolakes played significant, if transient, roles in 
shaping the floors and piedmonts ot many basins (e.g., Habbutt, 
1977, pp. 180-214; Hardie et al., 1978; Eugster and Kelts, 1983), 
and (2) paleolakes encoded and stored, albeit episodically in many 
basins, enormous quantities of information concerning past 
environments (in Utah, e.g., Schreiber, 1958; Eardley and 
Gvosdetsky, 1960; Eardley et al., 1973; Spencer et al., 1984 and 
1985; Baedecker, 1985). The purpose of this report is to review 
selected attributes of paleolakes and paleolake basins, as keys to 
retrieving and decoding paleo lake-encoded and -stored 
paleoenvironmental information. This report draws particularly on 
lessons which are being learned from the paleo lake record in the 
Great Basin, and especially from the records of Lake Bonneville and 
Great Salt Lake in the northeastern Great Baain (Figure 1) . 
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Fi.ure 1 . Locations of the Great Basin. Bonneville basin. Lake 
Bonneville . and Gr eat Salt Lake in the southwestern U.S.A. (after 
Sack. 1989a). Other localities .entioned in the text are: 
CD ,. 
Carson Desert in the Lake Lahontan system of subbasins. LD ,. Lake 
Di amond. LT" Lake Thatcher. and LH = Lake Hanix. 
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Th •  phodic nat.ure of peleolab. 1 • •• ld ... rt.. hea ,lYe. 
ris. t.o a lon.-at.andin. t.radlt.ion in whioh pel.olab cycl •• hav. 
b •• n repres.nt..d dia,r_t.ically •• funct.ion. at r.lat.iv. or 
ab.olut.. t.i •• ( ••••• Ru ••• ll. 1885, fi, •• 31, 34, and 35; Gilbert, 
1890, fi, •. 30 and 34; "orrhon, 1ge5, fi, •. 2 and 4,. In 
hydro,raphs, .t.rat.i.raphic coluan., corr.lat.ion chart., and in 
hi.tolr ... of paleolat. occurrenc •• t.hroulh ti .. , r.pr •• entation. 
of paleolate cycl.. have appeared fr.qu.ntly in the Quat.rnary 
.tudie. literature. Dialr ... at pal.olate cycle. have tended to 
po •• e •• aura. of authority, certitude. and .patiotemparal order 
which have beluiled worter. in many Quaternary .tudie. endeavor •• 
includinl telecorrelation and .lobal .ynthe.i.. However. as new 
data-.atherin. technolo.ies have become available and as 
interpretive paradi •• s have been refined. the paleolake infor.ation 
which these dia.ra.s convey has often been shown by subsequent 
workers (e.g • • Scott. 1980; Oviatt. 1987 and 1988) to contain 
serious inaccuracies. This repart outlines several perspectives 
by which paleolake reconstructions can be re.arded as hypothes~s 
which warrant Byste.atic exploration. rather than scientific writ 
which warrants confident acceptance. 
Paleohydrolraphic Continuum 
Water bodies in se.idesert basins have a wide ran.e of 
possible persistAnce and recurrence throu.h ti •• (Fi.ure 2). However. 
even where favorable geolo.ic circu.stances (Hutchinson. 1957. pp. 
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Fi,ure 2. Perststence and recurrence of stand in, water on the floors 
of hTdro,raphicallT closed basin •• Persistence ( P) is a 
diaensionless nuaber froa zero to one which expres.es the svera,e 
inundation period in Tears aa • proportion of recurrence. 
Recurrence (TR ) is the tiae in Tear. of the avera,e inundation 
period plus the avera,e subaerial period . Ultra hi,h (UHF), verT 
hi'h (VHF), hi'h (HF), low (LF), verT low (VLF), and ul tra low 
(ULF) frequencT patterns of epi.odic inundation are characteristic 
of specific lon,-tera intervals on the floors of soae closed 
basins. 
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158-183) bav. provided .uitabl. clo •• d-ba.in hTdro,raphT (.l~re 
3), .o.t •• aid ••• rt ba.in. have actuallT functioned a •• en.itive 
,au,e. of hTdrolo,ic .... balance. (Str •• t-Perrott and Harri.on, 
1985) and a. efficient trap. of lacu.trine .edi .. nts (Hardie et 
al., 1978; 0wTnn and MurpbT, 1980; Bu,.ter and Kelt., 1983; Saith 
et al., 1983) onlT within a liaited ran,e of bTdrolo,ic r.,ia •• 
(Lan,beln, 1981, pp. 2-4; Mifflin. and Wh.at, 1979, pp. 37-47)-and 
onlT within .iailarlT liaited intervals of ,eolo,ic tiae. 
For exaaple, in .. nT hTdro,raphicallT closed .eaidesert basins 
the low .ta,es of potential paleolake. have been well below the 
low-water liait of lacustrine proces.es, i.e., low-sta,e paleoleke 
inforaation has been off scale at the low end of available basin 
aorpholo'T (Fi,ure 4, upper row). In .oae seaide.ert basins ev~n 
the high stages of local water bodies have been off scale at the 
low end of the paleolake reala, i.e., have been in the paleopond-
paleoaar.h-paleoplaya realll (Figure 4, upper ri,ht). In other 
seaidesert basins the highest paleolake stages have been off scale 
at the upper lillit (threshold) of basin closure, with consequent loss 
of potential inforaation because high-stage fluctuations were not 
cOllpletely recorded (Figure 4, lett coluan). 
spatially, the only cOllpiete records of paleolake history are 
encoded and stored in sellides e rt basins where the highest and 
lowest paleolake stages have been continuously on scale, below 
thresholds ot basin closure and above the low-water liait of 
lacustrine processes (Fi,ure 4, center). 
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Pi.ure 3. Sche.atic plan view. of a n •• t.d hi.rarch, of 
hydro,raphicall, clo.ed baain.: • fir.t-ord.r ( •••• , Great 
Ba.in), Z • •• cond-order ( •••• , Bonn.vill. ba.in), 3. third-order 
(e .•• , Gr.at Salt Lak., Great Salt Lak. D ••• rt, and S.vi.r De •• rt 
.ubba.in. of Bonn.vill. ba.in) and 4. fourth-ord.r ( •••• , Puddl., 
Ru.h, and Cedar valle, .ubba.in. of Gr.at Salt Lak •• ubba.in). 
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BASIN MORPHOMETRY 
Pi.ure •. How well Quaternary .eolo., record.d a particular 
interval of paleolake hi.tor, is lar.el, a function of how w.ll the 
highe.t- a .d lowe.t-stage extre.e. of water-bod, .orpho.etr, tit 
available ba.in .orpho.etr, durin. that interval. 
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Th. bydro,rapbl c continuu. wbicb includ.. pond., .hallow 
lak •• , and d.eper lak •• i. difficult t o .ubdivid. by lI.aningful 
crit.ria ( •••• , Bur.i. and Horris, 1987 ) . A. a g.neralization, 
lacu.trine proc ••••• occur in, and are r.cord.d by, water bodies 
d •• p.r tban 2 . (Cowardin .t a!., 1979, pp. 11-12) to 4 II. In 
.ballow.r wat.r bodie.: (1) aerodynaaic turbul.nce is likely to 
cau •• frequ.nt lIixing of tbe wat.r colulID and vigorou bydrodynamic 
stirrin. of off.bore .edill.nts, and (2) ,.ntly sb.lving topo,rapby 
i. lik.ly to .uppres. onsbore propa,ation of waves in otber than 
low ener,y band. of tb. wave sp.ctru., tbus depriving tbe lit~oral 
zone of lIucb of tbe sedillent transport wbicb is required to build 
beacb.s (BaacolI, 1980) . 
Tbe paleobydrograpbic continuulI wbicb is ~vident i.n the 
Quaternary record of Great Basin lowlands can be regarded as 
cOllprising four dei1nable, but intergrading, paleohydrographic 
realas. PaleolaJces were prehistoric perenni al bodies of open 
standing water which were deep enou,h to leave well developed 
records of pelagial and littoral sedimentation. Paleoponds wer!' 
prehistoric perennial or interaittent bodies of open standing water 
which were too shallow to leave well developed records of 
lacustrine sed i mentation, but which were often effective agents of 
hydroaeolian planation-and of brim-full sedillentation in very 
small closed basins (e.g., Graf, 1989). Paleomsrshes were 
prehisto ric basin floors with hydrollacrophyte wetlands, 
halollacrophyte Dleadows, saline audflats, or saltflats (syn. 
sal tpans , evapori te crusts, salcretes, etc. I-and coabinations 
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ther.of, all in _ny aod.ru l.i "_rab.s" in Nevada (Papk., 
w.re w.tt.d or daapen.d per.nnially by sprint 
discharge or by .vaporativ. puapin. of sballow groundwater. 
prebistoric basin floors with r.latively dry, salt-Paleop14TIUI were 
free, fine-grained surface.-i ••• , non-saline audflats (claypans)-
which were w.tt.d bri.fly by rain or anowa.lt, and which 
occasionally received si,nificant runoff and accollpanying sedillents 
from surrounding piedaont and upland aource areas. In e •• ence t 
paleo lakes and paleoponds were runoff-accuaulating and -evaporatin, 
water bodies; paleollarahes were groundwa ter-discharging and 
-evaporating basin floora; and paleoplayas w@re storawater-wetted 
and -evaporating basin floors. 
Pal.olak. Containa.nt 
The morphometry of lIost seaidesert basins is variable over 
long intervals of tille. In addition to possible neotectonic 
deformation, ' geomorphic 1I0dification (Habbutt, 1977) is virtually 
inevitable (Tabl.s I and II). The capacity of a basin to have 
accommodated a range of potential paleo lake si~es (Figure 5 ) 
depends largely on basin-closure and basin-floor morphometry. 
lowering thresholds and rais i ng floors, long-term changes in basin-
closure and basin-floor morphometry have a tendency to dillinish the 
range of potential paleolake sizes which a given basin can 
accommodate. 
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TABLE I 
Baain-cloaure .arphodynaatca 
Caua .. of baai •. clollura change 
a-rpbic ca_ 
Pi~nt alluvial fan accretion 
Fluviodeltaic accretion 
Loa .. accretion 
Aeolian aand accretion 
Aeolian deflationfabrallion 
Overflew cryptoluvial pipingfsapping 
Overflow atra .. channel incising 
Overflow at ream channel head-cutting 
Overflow flood channel scouring 
Flood-induced kolk scouring 
Flood-triggered landsliding 
Overflow channel alluviation 
Tec:toaic ce_ 
Far-field isostatic deflection 
Near-field hydrO-isostatic deflection 
Near-field litho-isostatic deflection 
Naar-field glacio-isostatic deflect ion 
Extensional aeislIOtectonic displacement 
Transcurrent .. eisllOtectonic displacement 
Compressional seisllOtectonic displace ... nt 
Volcanic flow emplacement 
Cinder cona canst ruct ion 
Tephra deposit ion 
Threshold 
vert ical change-
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
(-) 
+ 
+ 
+ or -
+ or -
(+) or -
(+) or (-) 
+ or -
+ or -
(+) or (- ) 
+ 
+ 
+ 
- Parentheses denote changes which may be of little sign1ficance in 
""stern North America. Symbols: + = threshold raised and - = threshold 
l owered. 
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TABLE II 
Baein-floor .arphodynaatc8 
Cauaes of basin-floor change 
Gea.lrphic ca_ 
Proluvial (fan-to .. sandflat) accretion 
Deltoid (Mabbutt, 1977) depoa1tion 
Daltaic depoei tion 
Pelagial dep08ition 
Lit toral erosion 
Littoral depoll1tion 
Evaporite dep08ition 
Bog deposition 
Hydroaeolian planation 
Aeolian erosion 
Aeolian deposition 
Tectoaic ca_ 
Far-field isostatic deflection 
Near-field isostatic deflection 
SeislOOtectonic displacement 
Salt diapir doming 
Magma challber inflationfdeflation 
Volcanic flow emplacement 
Volcano construction 
Volcano-tectonic subsidence 
T" phra deposit ion 
- Symbols: + = basin floor raised, 0 = level of 
and - = basin floor lowered. 
Vertical Horizontal 
change- chang.·· 
+ 
+ 0 or -
+ 0 or -
+ 0 
0 0 
+ or 0 0 or -
+ + 
+ 0 
approx. 0 + 
0 or -
+ 0 or -
+ or - 0 or -
+ or - 0 or -
+ or - 0 or -
+ 0 or -
+ or - 0 or -
+ 
+ 
0 or -
+ 0 
basin floor unChanged, 
--Symbols: + = basin floor enlarged, 0 = area of basin floor unchanged, 
and - = basin floor made smaller. 
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Fi,ure 5. Dixie-cup, or "conical-graben," model ot a paleolake 
basin, with a tull spectrum ot possible--and hydrologically 
potential but hydrographically impossible--paleolake stages, or 
"bathtub rings." A = hyperbasinal (overNt) stages interred trom 
hydrograph extrapolation; B = exobasinal (overnt) stage at upper > 
li.it ot basin closure; B' = threshold ot basin closure, subject to 
change tro. geo.orphic and tectonic cauaes (Table I); B-C = 
endobasinal lacustrine stages; C = low-water li.it ot stages 
do.inated by lacustr ine processes; C-D = paleopond (undernt) stages 
dominated by hydroaeolian planation processes; = paleomarsh or 
paleoplays (underflt) stages, on basin tloor subject to change trom 
ge omo r ph ic and tectonic causes (Table II); and E ,. hypobasinal 
(undernt) stages interred trom hydrograph extrapolation. 
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In so.e s •• id.sert basina--iDcludin, those (Fieure 1) ot Lake 
Thatcher (Bri,ht, 1963, pp. 115-121), Lake Bonneville (Gilbert, 
1890, pp. 171-181; Malde, 1968; Currey, 1982, p. 23; Currey et al., 
1984a; Jarrett and Malde, 1987; S.ith et al., 1989, til. 61), Lake 
Dia.ond (Hubbs et al., 1974, pp. 15-17; Mitflin and Wheat, 1979, 
fig. 7), and Lake Manix (Meek, 1989)--surtace overtlow under ba8in-
full condition8 caused thre8holds of basin closure to be incised 
significantly (Table II, which has greatly reduced the capacity of 
those basins to contain lakes ot relatively large Bize. Even in 
some basins without surtace overtlow, crypwluvUU sapping or piping 
associated wi th subsurface overtlo_. g., through the Stockton Bar 
at the north end of the Rush Valley subbasin of Lake Bonneville 
(Currey et al., 1983b, tig. 9)--cauBed thresholds of basin (and 
subbasin) closure to be degraded (Table I). 
The floors of many semidesert basins have tended to aggrade 
and become larger in area through time (Table II I, which has 
greatly reduced the capacity of those basins to contain lakes of 
relatively small size. In several subbasins of the Great Basin, 
including the Great Salt Lake Desert subbasin of the Bonneville 
basin and the Carson Desert (Figure 1) in the Lake Lahontan system 
of subbasins, basin floors have undergone progressive enlargement 
and overall flattening by hFd~Uan p~n4Uon, a pattern of 
geomorphic development in which six sets of surficial processes 
occur in repetitive sequences on low-lying surfaces where shallow-
water (depth < 4 m) and subaerial conditions alternate (Currey, 
1987; Herola et al . , 1989): (1) hydraulic erosion by wind-driven 
18 
bodiea of ahal low atanding water entraina auapended aediment by 
s ubaqueoua and, perhapa aore iaportantly, by clrcumaqueou. (lateral) 
scour, (2) hydraulic depoaition of suspended sediment occurs as 
settling in still water and, perhaps more importantly, as stranding 
in evaporating water, (3) subaerial desiccation transforms newly 
deposited suspended sediaent into clasts of curled snd cracked dry 
mud, (4) aeolian erosion deflates mud clasts and abrades desiccated 
surfaces, (5) aeolian deposition of mud clasts occurs on foredunes, 
on upwind-opening lun" tte. which partially encircle deflated terrain, 
and on downwind-opening antUunettes which are encircled by deflated 
terrain, and (6) post-aeolian diagenesis sinters and cements 
aeolia n mud clasts. Haterials in (5) and (6) are recycled by 
repetitions of (1) et.eq. 
Playa expansion, playa-margin slope retreat, and playa 
smoothing by wind shifting of surface water have also been reported 
from the southwestern Great Basin (Hotts, 1970). At localities 
throughout the Great Basin, the low-gradient sequences of basin-
nooring fine sediments which are characteristic of recurrent 
hydroaeolian planation (Figure 6A) clearly differ in their fscies 
architecture from the partially preserved, crudely concentric 
sequences of basin-draping fine sediments which are characteristic of 
recurren t paieoiake c }'c les (Figure' 6B) . 
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architecture resulting from repeated 
Figure 6. Idealized faciea 
paleolake cyclea which were (A) shallower than and (B) deeper than 
the variable critical depth which separates bottom erosion and 
materials from bottom accumulation of 
transportation of ailt-size 
thoae materials (HAkanson and Jansson, 1983, pp. 177-204 ) . Fine-
grai ned bottom sediments and coarser piedmont sediments overl i e 
bedrock. 
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Paleolake-Ba.tn Jnteractton. 
Interaction. between paleo lakes and tbeir basins bave occurred 
in two aain ways: (1) bum hydrography bas tended to influence how 
paleolakes bave functioned locally and basin-wide as lacustrine 
aysteas (Goldaan and Horne, 1983; Wetzel, 1983), and (2) wa~rand 
sednaent load. iaposed by large paleolakes have tended to influence 
basin neotectonics and, tbereby, basin morphoaetry and shoreline 
geoaorphology. The basic eleaents of basin hydrography are (la) 
lake morphometry (Hlkanson, 1981) and (lb) buin drainage pat~rn. 
In dichotomous teras, lake morphoaetry pertains to the 
presence or absence of strait-constrlc~d arms and/or sill- (submerged 
threshold) constrlc~d subbums in the inundated area of a closed 
basin (Table III). Basin drainage pattern pertains to the presence 
or absence of one or more major streams terminating in the 
inundated area of a closed basin (Table III). The influence of 
basin hydrography on paleolake processes tended to be least in 
snaple lakes which lacked constrictions and major tributaries, and 
greatest in compound-complex lakes which bad both constrictions and 
major tributaries (Table III). The compound-complex type includes 
the largest extant lake and the largest paleolakes in the Great 
Basin (Table III). 
Some of the ways in which basin hydrography influences 
lacustrine processes can be outlined with reference to a 
hypothetical Great Basin paleolake (Figure 7). The proximal (PI, 
medial (M) , and distal (D) reaches of this paleolake have distinctive 
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TABLE III 
Baaic hydrographic ala .. nta or closed-baain lak .. , with axtant-laka (*) and 
palseolaka (**) axa"",laa rroa tha Graat Bsein 
Baain drainaga pattarn 
Lake. wi thout inflow 
rrom IIISjor river (8) 
Lakes with inrlow 
rrom IIISjor riv .. r(s) 
Laka aorpho .. try 
Lak .. without 
conatricted ara(s) 
or cloaad aubbaain (a) 
alap1e lelt_ 
Suaa.r Laks* 
palaaolakea cosson 
c~l'" 1e1t_ 
Sevier Lake* 
Owen .. Lake* 
Lake Thatchar** 
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Lakaa with 
conatricted ara(a) andf 
or cloaed aubbaein(a) 
c~1md 1ak_ 
extant lake. rare 
Lake Chewaucen·· 
c~UDd-c~l'" 1e1t_ 
Great Salt Laka* 
Lake Searles·-
Lake Bonnevill e** 
Lake Lahontan** 
Figure 7. Hypothetical palIk 
eo a e, showing general locations of
medial (H), and distal (D) reaches. Arrows indicate
proximal (P), 
directions of epilianion net flow . Paleolak~ dyna.ics which typify
the proximal, aedial, and distal reache s are outlined 
in Figure 8.
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set. of hydrologic, hydrodyn .. ic, depo.ition.l , and lithofaciee 
characteri.tice (Table IV). In ee.iquantitative tera., the 
proxi_l, .edial, and dietal reache. of thi. paleolalte can be 
regarded aa distinctive loci in ternary field. which depict inputs 
to the lacu.trine water balance (Pigure 8A), origin. of horizontal 
.otion in the epilianion (Pigure 8B), and origin. of .edi.ent at 
the bottom of the water coluan (Pigure 8C). 
Episodic waxing and waning of Plei.tocene .ater loads caused 
significant h;,drc>-i_tatic denection in the ba.ins of large paleolakes, 
including Lake Lahontan (Mifflin and Wheat, 19711 and Lake 
Bonneville (Gilbert, 1890, pp . 362-392; Crittenden, 1963; Currey, 
1982; Bill. and May, 1987) . . Hydro-isostatic detlection originating 
in the Bonneville basin even distorted .horeline developaent in 
other subbasins of the eastern Great Basin (Currey et al., 1984b; 
Bills et al . , 19871. In some paleo lake basins sediment loads have 
probably caused lithcrisostatic denection, particularly at and near 
deltaic depocenters (Currey, 1982, p. 25 and pl. 11. 
Where semi desert basins are largely of tectonic origin--as in 
the Bas i n and Range extensional tectonic province, which includes 
most of the Great Bas in (Thornbury, 1965 , pp. 471-505; Hurtt, 1974, 
pp. 480-53 5 : Eaton, 1982: Fiero, 1986 I-total neotectonic 
deformation is the sum of seismotectonic d isplacement and isostatic 
deflecti on (Figure 9). Ongoing research in the Bonneville basin 
is uncovering mounting evidence that the vertical direction 
(whether subsidence or rebound I and tempo o f isoatatic deflection, 
by affecting regional patterns of stress in the lithosphere, played 
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TABLE IV 
Palaeoli.noloay of proxi .. l, -.dial, and di.tal palaeolaka r.ach •• 
IIpdrolOlJ 
lIpdrodyDa.tc. 
~c. 
Litbof""i_ 
lIpdrolOlJ 
lIpdroclynamc. 
~c. 
Litbof""i_ 
local runoff _ doa1nant .ourc. of .... tar balanc. lnput 
and .pll1.nlon .al1nlty ..... r.latl.v.ly low 
.... t.r-balanca-drlvan outflow pr.valled ln .plllanlon 
t.rrlgenoua .edl .. ntatlon pr.vall.d 
fluvlod.ltalc cla.tic. ,\I". pr.valent 
llKial reacb 
tranabaaln flow ..... l~rtant .ourc. of .... t.r balanc. lnput 
.... t.r-balanca-drlv.n tranaba.ln flow and wind-drlven flow 
pr.vailed ln .pll1.nlon 
ll.noganoua .edl .. ntatlon t.nd.d to pr.vall 
p.lagial mcrit. {typlcally calcite> and littoral coar". 
cla.tlc. are pr.val.nt 
Diatel reach 
transbuln flow ..... domnsnt sourc. of .... ter balance input 
and "pll1.nlon .alinity ..... r.latively hlgh 
.... t.r-balanca-drl van lnflow prevailed ln epll1anlon 
llanogenoua aedi .. ntatlon prevailed 
pelaglal mcrite (typically aragonit.> and littoral 
carbonat •• are prevalent 
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I'ieur. B. Loci of proxi_l (P) Melia! ,II) IIDd dhta! (D)
pal.olak. r.ach •• in t.rnarT fi.ld. d.picti , pal.olak. dTn&aic ••
(A) Wat.r balance input., a. perc.nt .... of lo~-t.r. total
input to a pal.olak. r •• ch; wat.r balanc •• quation of continuity 
in • p.leolak. reach i. (P + R + FJ'i - (B + Fol • AS, wh.r. P i. 
dir.ct pr.cipit.tion, R i. runoff frea adJ.c.nt draina, •• r •• , Fj 
ia inflowing .pilianion wat.r, B i •• vapor.tion, Fo i. outflowin. 
.pilianion wat.r, anei 4S i. chan •• in atora,. (chan,. in l.k. 
at •• el. 
(B) Source. of horizontal aotion in .pilianion, ... p.rcent •••• 
of long-tera tot.l .pilianion flow within • p.l.ol.k. re.ch; net 
flow .croaa • p.leol.k. re.ch ia Fj - Fa. 
(C) Source a of aediaent .t botto. of w.ter coluan, .a 
percent.gea of long-tera tot.l s.diaent.tion . Llmnollenoua sediment. 
comprise .11 a.teri.ls which v rigin.te phyaiocheaic.lly or 
biocheaic.lly within or .t the bottoa of the w.ter column, 
irresp.ctive of depth. Fluviolacustrine sediment. co.prise .11 cl.stic 
m.teri.ls, including glaci,.l outwaah, which .re introduced by 
streams-and which in p.rt .re widely dispersed offsho re and in 
part .re loc.lized nearshore, often in low-gradient auspended-lo.d 
deltas, be d-load fan deltas, poorly sorted underflow fans, and 
aggraded-prograded estuaries , Litholacustrjne sediments comprlse all 
clastic materials which are derived froa eroaion of cliffs and 
shore platforas in coastal bedrock (Trenh.ile, 1987). Alluvia-
lacustrine sediments coaprise all cla"tic materiala which are derived 
from erosion of blufts in piedaont alluviu •. 
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Figure 9. Schematic profi le s s howi ng regi onal and subregional 
deformation o f an originally ho rizontal pal e o lake level (PLL) of 
known age (Currey, 1988b, fig. 2). R-R' = regional trend of an 
isostatically deflected PLL . S-S ' = fault-boLnded subregional PLL 
segment in which are depicted: (A) isostatic vertical deflection 
(IVD) and isostatic rotational deflection (IRD) components of total 
isostatic deflection; (B) neotectonic vertical deformation (NVD) and 
neotectonic rotational deformation (NRD) components of total 
neo tectonic deformation; and (C) seismotectonic vertical 
displacement (SVD) and seismotectonic rotational displacement (SRD) 
components of total seiamotectonic displacement. Neotectonic 
deformation is the sum of isostatic deflection and seismotectonic 
displacement. 
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a aignificant role in modulating the tempo o f eeismotectonic 
eventa. Neotectonic complexity clearly contributee to the 
complexi ty of the paleolake record in some eemideeert baeine; 
converaely, detailed studies of paleolake recorde offer excellent 
opportunitiea to decipher neotectonic history (Currey, 1988b). 
Paleolaks Record 
The aesortment of Quaternary lakee, lacuetrine cycles, 
shoreline chronologies, an~ paleoenvironmental interpretations 
which have been hTPothesized from fragments of the paleolake record 
in the western United States is large and varied (Feth, 1964 ; 
Morrison, 1965; Mehringer, 1977 and 1986; Smith and Street-Perrott, 
1983; Benson and Thompson, 1987a; Benson et al., in press). Some 
hTPotheses regarding paleolakes have grown in credibility with each 
iteration of testing and refinement, some have been falsified 
conclusively, and some have become objects of protracted debat e 
(e.g . , Van Horn, 1988; Van Horn and Varnes, 1988), sometimes by 
eluding falsification through lack of specificity. Experience has 
shown that the viability of a specific paleolake hypothesis tends 
to be directly proportional to the scope of the paleolake record 
on which it is based. That is, the most viable hypothese 3 , or most 
probable paleolake predictive syntheses, tend to be those which are 
distilled trom multiple channels of basin-wide information. 
Paleolake information belongs to three spatial domains: (1) 
the physically Inundated area of a paleolake basin, (2) the runoff-
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producing drainatl" area of a baain, .. nd (3) the "JCtzoa-buin r..l/ion which 
can influence a baein atmoapherically and ,eologically (Fi,urs 10). 
Primary paleo lake information ia acquired directly from the 
physical record (Figure 10, bold boxee). Reconetructed (secondary) 
paleolake information--euch as salinity, sediment budget, 
circulation, oxygenation, stratification, trophic status, 
temperature, water budget, and local and regional climate-is 
acquired by deductive reaeoning, often with the aid of numerical 
models, which starts from a foundation of primary information and 
proceede counter to the directions of causality which are 
represented by arrows in Figure 10. Experi~nce in the Great Basin 
suggests that the most satisfying paleolake reconstructions proceed 
from pr-imary information which spans the full range of proximal, 
medial, and distal reaches, and the full range of pelagial and 
littoral paleoenvironments. Experience also has shown that 
analyzing the morphostratigraphy of the littoral record, through the 
combined methods of geomorphology and stratigraphy (Figure 11), is 
an effective strategy for retrieving some of the more useful 
informat i on in the paleolake record (see Concluding Observations 
5 through 11). 
Lake Bonneville HTPotheses 
An extensive paleolake record in the Bonneville basin provides 
a wealth of primary information which is being used by a growing 
cohort of workers to build and test an evolving system of inter-
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Figure 10 . Paleolake history i. reconstructed tro. the paleolake 
and regional geologic reeords (bold boxes) by re.pon.e-proce •• 
reasoning which is es.entially counter tu proce ss-response causality 
(arrow.) • 
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'ALE~KE RECORD 
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'" Lithofacies Dialentic facies .., ~ Biofacies (Iilhosenic and 
c Chernofacles pedogenic) 
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Sedimentary ~tructures Sedimentiry ~tructurts Iii in paleolake deposiU 
Figure 11 . Horphoatratlgraphic analysi. ot the littoral 
depositional record uses the methoda ot geoaorpho!ogy and 
stratigraphy to extract vital r~leolake intoraation (Currey and 
Burr , 1988, tig. 1). 
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related paleolate hTPQtheaea (e.I., Currey at al., 1983a; Scott et 
al., 1983; Spencer, 1983; Currey et al., 1984a and 1984b; Currey 
and Oviatt, 1985; McCoy, 1987; Oviatt, 1987; Oviatt and Currey, 
1987; Oviatt et a1., 1987; Currey and Burr, 1988; Machette and 
Scott, 1988; Oviatt, 1988; Sack, 1989a). Several predictive 
ayntheaea which are baaed mainly on aorphoatratilraphic analyais 
of the littoral record in the Lake Bonneville-Great Salt Lake 
region are relarded here as aubjects for further te.tint and 
refineaent. 
The last deep-lake cycle (Bonneville paleo lake cycle) in the 
Bonneville basin occurred during the interval from about 28,000 to 
13,000 yr B.P., which was essentially synchronous with oxygen 
isotope stage 2 (Shackleton and Opdyke, 1973) and chrono-
stratigraphic interval 3.1-2.0 (Martinson et a1., 1987) of the 
marine record. As generalized in Figure 12, the cycle comprised 
three major phases: (1) a protracted phase of closed-basin, 
oscillatory-transgressive stages--interrupted by an important 
regrellsion between 21,000 and 20,000 yr B. P. (Stansbury oscillation 
of Oviatt et aI., in press)--until about 15,300 yr B.P.; (2) a 
phase of intermittently open-basin, threshold-controlled stages 
-- i nt errupted by an important regression between 15,000 and 14,500 
yr B.P . ( Keg Mountain oscillation of Currey et al., 1983b) and 
h i ghl i ghted by catastrophic downcutting of the threshold about 
14, 500 yr B.P. (Bonneville Flood of Malde, 1968; Jarrett and Malde, 
1987 )--froa about 15,300 to 14,200 yr B.P . ; and (3) a brief phase 
of c losed-ball i n, rapidly re.ressing stages after about 14,200 yr 
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Figure 12. Schematic hydrograph of the Bonneville basin during the 
Bonnevi l.le paleolake cycle (A) and in early post-Bonneville time 
(B). Hydrograph segments are: PLB" pre-Bonneville low, ETS = early 
transgressive stages, sse = Stansbury shoreline complex, MTS = 
middle transgressive stages, use = unnaaed shoreline cOE~iex, LTS 
= late transgressive stages, BSe = Bonneville shoreline complex, 
BF = Bonneville Flood, pse = Provo shoreline complex, LRS = late 
regressive stages, PGL = pre-Gilbert low, GSe" Gilbert shorel i ne 
compl ex, and HS Holocene sta.es . Heavy lille deno tes 
spatioteaporal range of the littoral record at the Stockton Bar, 
a classic locality 25 ka south of Great Salt Lake (Burr and Currey, 
1988, fig. 3). 
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B.P. 
Paleo,eo,raphy of the pre-Flood (Bonneville) and post-Flood 
(Provo) open-basin sta,es of Lake Bonneville, as .ell as of the 
subsequent (Gilbert) hi,hest sta,e of Great Salt Lake, is outlined 
in Fi,ura 13. In , Fi,ure 14, profiles throu,h the center of the 
Bonneville basin froa south-southwest to north-northeast depict the 
cuaulative hydro-isostatic deflection which has occurred since the 
paleolake sta,es ahown in Fi,ures 12 and 13. 
A detailed reconstruction of the interaittently open-basin 
phase (Fi,ure 12, shaded colwan) has been proposed in a linear 
model of threshold-controlled shorelines of Lake Bonneville (Currey 
and Burr, 1988). A,e eatimates in the linear model (Fi,ure 15) 
reflect refinements of the chronolo,y of Currey and Oviatt (1985), 
and have an avera,e error which probably does not exceed 300 l·C 
years. Details of the linear model (which assumes that at any 
locality the rate of hydro-isostatic subsidence was constant before 
and after the Keg Hountain oscillation prior to the Flood, and the 
rate of hydro-isostatic rebound was conatant subsequent to the 
Flood) provide a means of exploring the ways in which changing lake 
stages (hydrographic kinematics) and the deflecting baain 
( i sostatic kinematics) interacted with each other and with changing 
threshold geomorp hology (geomorphic kinematics) to develope the 
li t t.oral mOl'phostrat l graphic signatures which are observed from 
locality to locality in the Bonneville basin. The model is 
testable by at least three lines of evidence, viz., hypsosetric, 
chronosetric, and aorphostratigraphic. With refinesents in 
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Fi,ure 13. Hap at the Lake Bonneville region (adapted froa Currey 
et al., 1984a, fi,s. 1 and 2) depict in, the open-basin (Bonneville) 
stage prior to the Bonneville Flood, the open-basin (Provo) sta,e 
subsequent to the Flood, and the hi'hest (Gilbert) stage of Great 
Salt Lake subsequent to the final regression of Lake Bonneville. 
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Figure 14. Regional hydro-isostatic deflection of aajor Bonneville 
baain shorelinea depicted in Figurea 12 and 13 (adapted froa 
Currey, 1982; Currey, 1988b, fig. 1). 
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Filure 15. Linear model ot modern altitudea of threahold-
controlled stages of the Bonneville paleolake cycle: A-A' = at ' or 
very near the basin centroid of Ireatest hydro-isos t atic 
deflection; B-B' = at Stockton Bar, in a basin-interior area of 
intermediate deflection; and C-C' = in t he basin-periphery zone of 
least deflection . Numerical details of the model are tabulated in 
and discussed by Currey and Burr (1988). 
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hTP.o .. tric and chrono .. tric ~alibr.tion, and r . fin ... nt. in it • 
nlUleric.l .tructur. to bett.r r.fl.ct • nd 
t.ctonophy.ic.l nonlin •• riti •• , the aod.l will .volv. into .n . v. n 
.or. v.r •• til. and robu.t tool in the futur • • 
Gre.t S.lt Lak. Bypoth •••• 
S.v.r.l iaportant hTPoth •••• r.g.rding .p.tiot.aporal p.tte rns
of Gre.t Salt Lak. aft.r .bout 13,000 yr B.P., i.e., during aar i ne 
i.otope .tage (Shackleton and Opdyke, 1973) and aarine 
chrono.trati,raphic interval 2.0-1.0 (Hartin.on et al., 1987), have 
r •• ul ted troa recent research. The BonnevUle paleolake cycle 
terainated abruptly between 13,000 and 12,000 yr B.P. (Figure 12), 
which waa co i ncident with teraination I ot the deep-sea record 
( Broe c ke r a nd van Donk , 1970) . The final stages of the regression 
to the pre-Gilbert l ow ( Figure 12, PGL) are aarked by red beds at 
aany l ocalities near Great Salt Lake (Figure 16) and around the 
Great Salt lake Desert ( Currey et a1., 1988a). The red beds 
probably were derived fro. FeSz-bearing anoxic facies of Lake 
Bonneville deep-water (aaxiaua depth ~ 370 a) sediaents and 
probably were reddene d by oxidation aa receding brines reworked 
thea basinward across a ud f l ats at the Ilar,ina of the dwindling 
lake. The offshore cor r elat i ve of the red beds ia tbe base of a 
tbick .equence of i n terbedded a i rabUite (NazSO. '10HzO) and Ilud 
which underlie. the de epest part .ot Great Salt Lake (Eardley, 
1982a; Hikulich and Saith, 197 4 ), and wbicb i a currently an object 
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I..aluI Bonneville regression gray r_ mud 
Figure 16. Schematic cross section of late Quaternary strati,raphy 
near the northeaat shore of Great Salt Lake (adapted froa Smitb et 
al., 1989, fi,. 64), 10 to 20 k. west of Co rinne (Fi,ure 21). 
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of increasin. spatial and teaporal resolution (Currey, 1988b, table
1) • 
In the Gr1at Salt Lake and Great Salt Lake Desert subbasins
of the Bonneville basin, aeveral radiocarbon ales susses t that the
hilhest stale of Great Salt Lake culainated at the Gilbert
shoreline coaplex ( Filure 12, aSC) between 10,900 and 10,300 yr
B.P., in latest Pleistocene time. In the Carson Desert of the La ke 
Lahontan aystea of subbasins, a ainor paleolake cycle which was 
siailar in aasnitude to the Gilbert cycle culminated at what has
been teraed the Russell shoreline, at a time which two radiocarbon
ases Bussest was about 11,100 yr B.P . (Currey, 1988a); a third
radiocarbon ase, on Anodonu at the classic Humboldt Bar (Russell, 
1885, pl. XVIII) sill between the Carson Desert and Humboldt Sink
subbasins of the Lahontan basin, susgests that the Russell 
shoreline development there continued until at least 10,400 yr B.P. 
(Beta-29024). Indices of comparative chronometry are sometimes 
he lpful in comparing ages which have been obtained from paleolake
materials. An index which can be used to compare two ages before 
present--of two samples from one paleolake basin or of one sample 
from each of two paleolake basins-is the comparative heterochronoJogy
index (chi), where X= lage] - age21 + 0.5(age] + age2)' As measured 
by this index, within-basin and between-basin paired radiocarboll 
ages of sui table materials from familiar Gilbert and Russell 
stratigraphic contexts in the Bonneville and Lahontan baSlns are 
typ i cally homochronous or nearly so (Table V). 
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TAIL!! V
COllfNlraU lIetw hrOllOlosy indo (clli> 
Deecriptor 
Hoaocllronoua 
HOMOChronous 
Heterocllronoua 
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Clli (X) "ansa 
o , X < 0.02 
0.02 < X < 0.2 
0.2 < X , 2 
Other indicee treat coaparatlve paleolalEe aorphoaetr,., and can
aid ln &akin. direct elee coaparleone ot paleolalEee euch ae the 
Gilber"; and Rueeell water bodiee . Two euch indicee are the paleoJake
beigbt tadu (phi), where " • (water depth) + (greatest water depth during
lM>tope stage Z), and the paleolaJce surface tadu (psl), where , = (water
area) + (greateat water area duri.al illOtope stage Z). For the Gilbert water 
bod,. " • 0.160 (Fi.ura 17) and ' = 0.333 (Fi.ura 18), and for the 
Russell water bod,. " = 0.163 and , = 0.331 . Thls compari s on 
sU'leete that the terainal Pleistocene paleolakes in the Bonneville 
basin and Carson Desert, which are 500-600 lui apart (Filure 1), 
were as aiailar a orphoaetrically a.. they were chronometrically
(Curray, 1988a). 
Elaewhere in the Great Basin, a similar paleohydrographic 
pattern may be present in many of the smaller subbasins, where the 
last perennial lakes appear to have occurred in terminal 
Pleistocene, rather than Holocene, time. Even in the northwestern 
extreaity of the Great Bas in, ponds, marshes, and perennial streams 
in central Oregon seem to have been more numerous between 11,000 
and 10,000 yr B.P. than at any time subsequently (Bedwell, 1973, 
fig. 10). The probable timing of the very similar Gilbert and 
Russell transgressions, and the pos~ible timing of the last lakes 
ir s.aller subbasins, suggests that the northern hemispher~ summer 
insolation maximum which resulted from the earth's orbital elements 
about 11,000 yr B.P. (Berger, 1978) could have been an underly i ng 
factor. It is teepting to hypotheBize that general circulation 
driven by the 8u .. er insolation maximum delivered unueually large 
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Figure 17. Generalized hypsographic curve of the Bonneville closed 
basin, showing relations among selected late Quaternary lake and 
basin-floor levels (adapted from Currey and Oviatt, 1985, fig. 4) . 
Rebound-free altitudes are approximated basin wide uBing a 
normalizing equation employed by Currey and Oviatt (1985, p. 1087). 
The dimensionless phi index (II) is scaled from zero at the lowest 
basin floor of terminal P eistoeene (Gilbert shoreline) age to 1.0v 
at the highest late Pleistocene (Bonneville) shoreline. 
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Figure 18. Proportional-area representation of selected late 
Quaternary water surfaces in the Bonneville basin. Surface area 
was reduced 14,000 km2 by the catastrophic Bonneville Flood. The 
dimensionless psi index (t) is scaled from zero in the case of 
complete basin-floor reliction--which was seldom, if ever, poss i ble 
in the Bonneville basin and other semidesert basins with 
signi ficant areas of runoff-produc ing highlands-to 1, 00 at the 
most expansive late Pleistocene (Bonneville shoreline) stage. 
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quantities of tropical moisture to the northern Great Basin during 
Gilbert-Russell time. That hypothe.i. is not inconsistent with 
climatic modelling and packrat (Neotoma) midden data which suggest 
that monsoonal fl ow and summer convective precipitation increased 
substantially in the southern Great Basin between 12,000 and 8,000 
yr B.P. (Spaulding and Graumlich, 1986). 
Historically, the Great Basin has been transitional between 
a region of predominantly winter precipitation to the west and a 
region of predominantly summer precipitation t o the east (Figure 
19). Prehistorically, during the terminal Pleistocene insolation 
maximum, a 6' we stward shift of the western U. S . moisture 
seasonality boundary would have brought increased summer cloud 
cover, humidity, and rainfall to all of the Great Basin, including 
the semidesert basins of Oregon . Perennial water bodies throughout 
the northern Great Basin probably would have been susta ined more 
effectively under those conditions t " an under the present regime. 
However, a 6' westward shift would have placed the moisture 
seasonality boundary near what is now the eastern limb of a 
subtropical high, which is a region of atmospheric subsidence and 
divergence, and" hence dryness, during the summer. Therefore, if 
a significant westward shift of the moisture seasonality boundary 
occurred during the insolation maximum, a weaker and/or displaced 
subtropical high is implied. 
Holocene stages of Great Salt Lake fluctuated within a 
relatively narrow range (Figure 12, HS). The upper envelope of 
static water during Holocene time was 1,286.7 m above sea level 
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Figure 19. Summer (April through September) precipitation in the
contiguous western United States as a percentage of annual
precipi tation, based on 1931-1960 monthly averages for 136 U. S. 
Weather Bureau cliaatic divisions (after Currey, 1976, fig. 3).
Historically, on a subcontinent scale, the 50-percent iaoline
(western U.S. moisture aeasonality boundary) coincidea very cloaely
with the 112' W. meridian. 
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(Currey et al., 1988b), which waa only about 3. above the hiatoric 
hi,h atage and only about 6 • above the hiatorie avera,e atage 
(Arnow, 1984). The higheat Holocene bluffa which were cut in aoft 
aedi.enta by exceptionally dynaaic water-by atora aurgea and 
perhapa by aeia.ic aeichee--are locally aa auch aa 6 a higher than 
the higheat Holocene aicroberaa which were built at low-energy 
localitiea (Merola et al., 1989). Radiocarbon age a of shoreline 
geomorphic features constrain the higheat Holocene atage to between 
about 7,100 and 1,400 yr B.P. (Currey et al., 1988a). Ages of 
lakeshore archaeological sites also constrain the higheat Holocene 
stage to before about 1,400 yr B.P. (Currey and Jaaes, 1982, pp. 
40-42). Age-calibrated environaental reconstructions using stable 
isotopes and carbonate geocheaistry (Grey and Bennett, 1972, pp. 
11-14; McKenzie and Eberli, 1987, fig. 2) and palynology 
(Mehringer, 1985, figs. 10 and 11) of lake-bottom cores suggest 
that the highest Holocene stage of Great Salt Lake occurred between 
3,000 and 2 , 000 yr B.P. The highest Holocene stage in the Sevier 
Lake subbasin of the Bonneville basin, 180 km south of Great Salt 
Lake, probably occurred about 2,600 yr B.P. (Oviatt, 1988, p. 17). 
The probable timing of the highest Holocene stage suggests 
that it may have been the lacustrine equivslent of a widely 
reported possible episode of Neoglaciation (Porter and Denton, 
1967, fig. 4; Denton and Karlen, 1973, fig. 1; Grove, 1988, fig . 
10.23). The terms Neopluvial and NfffJlacustr&1 have been used to 
describe late Holocene phases of increased moisture availability 
in the northwestern (Allison, 1982, pp. 70-71) and northeastern 
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(Curr.,. and J_ •• , 1982, p. 29) Gr •• t B.sin. LandJo.rk late
Holocen •• t •••• of Gre.t Salt Lak., wbicb b •• inundated tbe lowe.t 
p.rt of tbe northea.tern Great Ba.in continuousl,. aince tbe 
Bonneville paleol.k. cycle, are depicted in Fl.ur. 20. The areal 
ext.nt of the bi,b •• t Holocene .t.tic water (1,286.7 s) in the 
Gre.t S.lt Lake re,ion i. delineated in Fi,ure 21. 
Concludln, Ob.ervation. 
A seriea ot recurring the.es have been observed in the 
paleolake record of the Great Basin, and are helping to guide 
paleolake reaearch in that region. 
(1) One ot the sost vexing probles. in paleolake studies has 
been that ot bridging the correlation gap between littoral snd 
pelagial records (e.g., Eardley and Gvosdetsky, 1960, p. 1343), 
particularly in sedisentary basinB which have complex later~l and 
vertical facies changes (e.g. , Hiall, 1981) . To solve 
stratigraphic problesB which involve basin-wide facies 
archi tecture, each Bi te-Bpecific study must be regarded as more 
Site-than an independent module of stratigraphic analysis. 
specific studies BUBt also be regarded as interdependent modules 
of Btratigraphic Bynthesis, i.e., as nodes in networks which link 
basin architecture and facies architecture on basin-wide (or 
subbasin-wide), cycle-deep spatial and temporal scales (e. g. , 
Russell, 1885; Gilbert, 1890; Eardley et al., 1957; Eardley, 1962b; 
Benson, 1978; Spencer et a1., 1984; Oviatt, 1988; Sack, 1989b). 
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Figure 20. Hypsographic curve of the lowest part ot the Bonneville 
baain, showing singular levels of Great Salt Lake (Currey, 1987, 
fig. 4). The historic low occurred in 1963, the historic high in 
1873 and 1986-87, the late prehistoric high probably about A.D. 
1700 , and the Holocene high probably between 3,000 and 2,000 yr 
B.P. Prior to 1987, locai runoff ponded naturally in the Great 
Salt Lake Desert depression during wet intervals. In 1987, a State 
of Utah pumping project began to circulate Great Salt Lake surface 
brine through the Desert depression, to increaae evaporative losses 
from the hydrologic baain after an exceptionally wet interval had 
resulted in unusually high lake levels. 
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Figure 21. Map of the Great Salt Lake region (Merola et al., 1989, 
fig. 9) depicting the maximum extent (10,900 kmz) of atanding water 
hi dhatand, when the upper limit of atatic water during the Holocene D 
1,286.7 m above aea level. Holocene highatano paleodeltaa of was 
the major inf10wing atreama are: BR = Bear-Malad river 9yatem, 
= Weber and Ogden rivers, and JR = Jordan-Provo river syatea. 
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In other worda, paleolaae-wide atrati,raphic a7Dtheaia, with ita 
ayner,iatic qualitiea, ia the lar,er context within which 
atrati,raphy is analyzed at any site. Converaely, site-apecific 
strati,raphic analysis is the indispenaable aeana by which the 
predictive power of paleolake-wide s7\ltheais is teated and refined. 
(2) The full leololic expression of a paleolake cycle 
"oaprise.. the full lateral and vertical ranle of the cycle's 
depositional sequence (Mitchua et al., 1977), or aUotormadon (North 
American Co .. iasion on Stratilraphic Noaenclature, 1983, pp. 865-
867). A depoaitional sequence (alloforaation) is bounded at its 
baae . and top by unconforaities or, at continuoualy inundated 
localities, by conformities which are correlative with 
unconformities in littoral areas. 
(3) Quantitative syntheses of basin-wide facies architecture 
and neotectonic architecture require paleolake data which are 
georeferenced to x, y, and z spatial coordinates, preferably in the 
UTH planimetric syatem and with sub-meter resolution of the 
vertical coordinate. Geodetic total station (GTS), global 
poaitioning system (GPS), and geographic/land information system 
(GIS/LIS) technologies are well suited to these applications. 
(4) LimneotectonicB (lacustrine neotectonics )-the use of 
Quat ernary paleolake datuQs (Currey, 1988b), each with a unique 
combination of paleolimnologic, morphollet ric, and chronometric 
properties, as long-baseline t1ltmeters (e.g., Rose, 1981) and site-
specific slipmeter-.oan be effective in reconatructing the 
neotectonic evolution of lIany semidesert baains. 
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(5) The depo.itional littoral record ha. long been regarded 
a. an iaportant .ource of lacu.trine inforaation (Gilbert, 1885). 
Unfortunately, at aan7 cla •• ic and potential17 cla •• ic localitie., 
littoral (and other geologic) antiquitie. which are irreplaceable 
a •• cientific and educational re.ourcea are being rapidl7 consumed 
b7 a growing deaand for aineral ~nd land resources. 
(8) Littoral deposits are iaportant as gauges, or "dipstick" 
asrks, which often record h7Psoaetric \Figure 22) and sometimes 
chronometric (e. g., Eaaterbrook, 1988) dimensions of paleolake 
h7drographs (e.g., Curre7 and Oviatt, 1985, fig. 3). Furthermore, 
littoral deposits provide data which are important in the 
reconstruction of nearshore and coastal environments, including 
wave energ7 patterns and sediment budgets (e.g., Carter, 1988, pp. 
192-244). In selected cases, littoral deposits are important as 
paleolake datums (Figure 9, PLL) in limneotectonic analysis 
(Curre7, 1988b). At some basin-flank localities, littoral deposits 
have endured to provide shoreline evidence of paleolake cycles 
which predate the most recent deep-lake c7cle (e.g., McCoy, 1987; 
Oviatt and Curre7, 1987; Scott, 1988). 
(7) The littoral record of a major paleolake cycle tends to 
be very asymmetric in its information content, wi th far more 
informati~n dating from the transgressive phase than the regressive 
phase . In part, that is because transgressive phases have tended 
to be more protracted. More importantly, however, it is because 
t ransgress i ve phases have tended to be ver7 effective in 
t ransfor~ing subaerial materials into littoral deposits, i.e., in 
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brinlin, pre-lacustrine surficial leolol7 into equilibriua with 
lacustrine processes. 
(8) Notable exceptions to (7) occur in many deltaic 
depocenters, where information stored in descending flights of 
offateppinl subdeltas during regressive phases rivals that stored 
during transgressive phases. 
(9) Where 11 ttoral sediments provide high-resolution 
aorphostratigraphic records of lacustrine variation, evidence of 
long-term lake-level change during transgressive or regressive 
phases co_only is overprinted with evidence of shorter-period 
(higher-frequency) lake-level oscillations. Higher-frequency 
signals are particularly evident in the internal and external 
structure of beaches, and in the structure and mineralogy of 
littoral carbonates. Efforts to assess the regional cohererce and 
origins of higher-frequency signals are of growing importance in 
Great Basin paleolake studies. 
(10) Bayhead barriers, baymouth barriers, cuspate barriers, 
spits, tambalas, and other we : I-defined bodies of littoral sediment 
(Zenkovich, 1967, pp. 383-447) commonly represent on the order of 
one gigssecond (1 Gs 31.7 y) of variable-rate onshore and 
longshore geomorphic work (Currey and Burr, 1988). Such bod ies 
commonly are clustered spatiotemporally in shoreline complexes 
which represent longer intervals of sustained variable-rate 
geomorphic work. 
(11) HaJor (Gs-scale) stages of closed-basin lakes comprise 
many minor (intra-annual and inter-annual) fluctuating stages. 
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a l el d viations above
aajor st t rtunities for depo.itional sboreline. to
underlo cuaulative allradation. and for erosional shorelines to
under.o cuaulative delredation Con.equently. an erosional 
shoreline tends to reflect the· lower le~aorphic envelope of a aajor 
stage. A drUt-tt1i6ned depositional shoreline at a 10calit7 with 
uniapeded longshore transport (Davies. 1980, p. 136) tends to 
reflect the upper static-water envelope of a aajor stage. A swaah-
ali6ned depositional shoreline at a locality with iapeded longshore 
transport (Davies, 1980, p. 135) tends to reflect the upper limit 
of dynamic water, which can be several aeters higher than 
contemporaneous static water. Super-elevation of swash-aligned 
shorelines tends to be greatest where pocket beaches aaximize 
onshore s ' rging of breaking waves. 
(12) From the standpoint of paleolake information, the 
erosional littoral record has long been regarded as a vacuity which 
is of greater scenic than scientific value. However, at localities 
with suitable lithologies and erosional histories, recent advances 
in rock-surface geochronology and paleoecology (e. g., Darn, "n 
press) are starting to clarify hitherto intractable dimensions of 
the erosional record. 
(13) Outside of basin-floor areas, including deltas and 
estuaries, only minute fractions of the offshore and ne arshore 
areas which were inundated during the last deep-lake cycle are 
likely to retain a portion of their pelagial sediment cover. Host 
basin-flank pelagial sediments were reworked long ago, by being 
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b d onto basin floors or blown onto downwind te r rain. 
(14, Rate. of .edi.ent ation in paleolake. clearl,. varied 
si,nificantl,. in .pace .and ti.e. So.e of tbat variation was 
inherent in littoral and fluviolacustrine sedi.entation, s o . e 
re.ulted fro. sedi.ent reworking durin, and following regress i ve 
sta,es, and so.e bas resulted froID ,eo.orpbic rejuvination of 
sediaentation b,. basin-floor and basin-flank neotectonics ITable 
II). 
(15) Isocbronous or quasi-isocbronous .arker beda can be of 
crucial i.portance in correlating witbin and among paleolake 
basins . At least a dozen tepbra units (Oviatt and Naab, 1989, fig. 
10) and distinctive litbo f acies .arkers ot late Quaternary age are 
currently in l ocal or regional uae in tbe Bonneville baain. Tepbra 
layers have been u s ed even 1I0re widely as lIarker beds in the 
western Great Basin (e. g. , Da v i s , 1985) . 
(1 8 ) Paleo l a ke reco r ds i n systems ot formerly interconnected
subbasins--such as t he Lake Lahontan system of subbasins IBenson
and Thoapson, 1987b, fig . 1 and table l)--tend to contain less
coherent information, but mo re t otal inf ormation, than do paleolake
r e cords i n less complex hyd rographic systems. 
(17) Resolv i ng the spati u temporal and paleoenvironmental
d i menaions of low- amp litude Ho locene fluctuations is not inherent l y
s iapler, or eore trivial, than r esolving siailar dimensions of
h i gher-amplitude Pleistocene fluctuat i ons le . g., Berglund, 1986;
Lo gan, 1987 ; Last and Sle zak, 1988) . 
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(18) As Miffl in and Wbeat (1979. 15 and 27) and Quade and 
Pr att (l989) bave de.on.trated sO clearly. care sust always be 
taken t o differentiate between lacustrine and palustrine records 
i n what so.eti.es are paleo.arsh or psleopla),a basins, and not 
paleo late basins at all. Noreover, what appear to be basins with 
b)'dro, rap hic clos ure are so.eti.es deceivin,--features such aa wet 
meadows and beaded strings of playas are juat as likely to occur 
on the floors of hydrographically open se.i-bolsons (Peterson, 
1981, pp . 30-34). Paleohydrolo,ic, paleoclimatic, and 
tectonophysical reconstructiona which are based on the geographical 
d'istribution and morphoaetry ot paleolakes are vulnerable to 
po t ential errors in paleol ake recognition and delineation. 
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